
OMG!! It’s time to  as we get ready to start an Emoji themed  year! 

My name is Ms. Gonzalez and I am excited about navigating our way through a fourth 

grade toolbar of knowledge. We will download  strategies, log into literacy, while we work 

on a    website full of amazing ideas.  We will also configure challenging STEM projects and 

take snapshots of them.  

Next, you will shift on the keyboard  to type a list of  emoji related words, text 

them to yourself and bring them with you to your day as you search the World Wide Web.  

Also, do not forget to follow the other  boys and girls to your classroom.  It is  for 

everyone to use their emotions to know that school is cool  ! 

 So, get all of your hardware together, take a , select an app that will work for you, 

scroll onto your , and head on over to Emoji Nation at Crawford-Rodriguez Elementary 

.  Be sure to  for the   faces upon your arrival. 

 Below is a list of the suggested supplies  that I would like for you to have as we 

tweet our way through a successful  year. Please show it to the adult who helps you to

 for your “Back-to School” items.  Remember that: “If you can Emojin it, then you can 

achieve it!”                                         “Selfie Supplies” (Suggested Supplies) 

 1. Two three subject notebooks with pockets 
 2. Two loose leaf binders (clear insert on front)- 1- inch black and 1-inch blue 
 3. One package of 5-tab Write and Erase Loose Leaf Dividers 
 4. Three highlighters (different colors), No. 2 pencils, eraser caps 
 5. One large zippered case for supplies (supply boxes do not fit in desks) 
 6. One clipboard (name written on back) and one yellow 2-pocket poly folder-(no clasps) 
 7. Three black pens and three blue pens 
 8. One package of colored pencils (no larger than 24 pack) 
 9. One Composition Book (100 pages)       
10. Two post-it Note pads (3x3 lined) (4x4 lined) 

                                                                                                                                        Your Emoji Captain, 
                                                                                                                                        Ms. Gonzalez                                                                           


